
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of domain architect. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for domain architect

Report to the Pursuit Desk Lead on a regular basis on opportunity and
pipeline status
Communicate deal recommendations to senior company executives and win
support when necessary
Model critical pre-sales skills for the virtual team by meeting directly with
customers when required
Adapting processes and best practices for providing effective proposals and
bids in APJ
Scope, define & design solution
Captures and prioritises market and environmental trends, business
strategies and objectives, and identifies the business benefits of alternative
strategies
Establishes the contribution that technology can make to business objectives,
conducting feasibility studies, producing high-level business models, and
preparing business cases
Leads the creation and review of a systems capability strategy that meets the
strategic requirements of the business
Develops enterprise-wide architecture and processes that ensure that the
strategic application of change is embedded in the management of the
organisation, ensuring the buy-in of all stakeholders
Owning the domain non-functional requirements template / model

Qualifications for domain architect

Example of Domain Architect Job Description
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Experience from technical roles focusing on software development is a
required experience for this role, experience from work as developer
Knowledge in computer science and information technology (frameworks,
program languages, technology trends)
Experience in application development, systems design/deployment,
conceptual work
Facilitates scoping and business priority setting for large or complex changes,
engaging senior stakeholders as required
Drives the requirements elicitation process where necessary, identifying what
stakeholder input is required
Obtains formal agreement from a large and diverse range of potentially
senior stakeholders and recipients to the scope and requirements, plus the
establishment of a base-line on which delivery of a solution can commence


